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 Allwinner A13 Tw A13-X01 V22 1126-010-01 NEW There is only one device with USB OTG support, it's Allwinner's A13
"Tw" SoC. So we have access to the OTG_FS_TRAVEL mode. It's a bit late for hooking into the boot process but it's probably
possible. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a flash memory, and more particularly, to a power-on reset

method for a flash memory device. 2. Description of the Related Art A read-only memory (ROM) is a memory device that can
only be read, but cannot be written or erased, and is generally used to store fixed data. However, with the development of

semiconductor processing technology, an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM) has been widely used, wherein
the data stored in the memory can be erased and rewritten, as required. With the development of semiconductor manufacturing
technology, a flash memory is designed with various structures. For example, the flash memory can be divided into a NOR type
and a NAND type. A conventional flash memory device is usually reset by a power-on reset (POR) signal, and a node voltage of
a circuit and a source voltage of a power supply are usually lower than a source voltage provided by the POR signal. When the
power supply is switched on, a POR signal is switched on first, a POR voltage has to be raised up to a high voltage level, and
thus, a node voltage and a source voltage are also required to be raised up to the high voltage level. However, when the POR
voltage is raised, a current difference is generated between the node voltage and the source voltage, so that the POR voltage

rises slowly. As a result, the internal voltage cannot be rapidly raised to the required level. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a
power-on reset method for a flash memory device in order to rapidly raise up the node voltage and the source voltage to the

required level.Q: How to get the id of a controller in a view? class ArticleController
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